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ABOUT XRP HEALTHCARE
The first Pharma and Healthcare platform to be

built on the XRP Ledger    XRP Healthcare   XRPH   

is an innovative, scalable solutions company

utilizing Web3 technology to revolutionize the

way people access and afford healthcare

services globally. 

XRPH are focused on improving the lives of
individuals and families with the ethos of providing:

First Pharma and Healthcare platform on

the XRP Ledger

Enables fast global payments and improves

healthcare access in emerging markets

Creates real  world utility by transforming

global healthcare through mergers,

acquisitions, and blockchain
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THE WORLDWIDE PHARMA AND HEALTHCARE MARKET
The worldwide pharma and healthcare market was valued at US    1.   8 trillion in 2021 and is expected

to reach US    3.21 trillion by 2030 at a Compound Annual Growth Rate  CAGR  of 8.98    .
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Rising global health care spending is expected to be

driven by the growth in the pharmaceutical market

across the pharmerging economies. These countries

are characterized by high life expectancy and aging

population with rising chronic disease prevalence.

Pharmerging countries consist of China, Brazil, Russia,

India, Algeria, Argentina, Colombia, Bangladesh,

Indonesia, Mexico, Nigeria, Uganda, Pakistan, South

Africa, Poland, Philippines, Turkey, Romania, Chile,

Kazakhstan, and Vietnam to name just a few.

With a combination of population and GDP rising

across these countries, we believe that XRPH is well

positioned to help these developing economies with

our technology accessible to anyone with a smart

phone.
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Global spending on medications worldwide in 2010, 2021, and the

projected amount for 2026:

As more people get access to

healthcare worldwide, spending

on medicine is expected to

continue growing. By 2026, 1.8

trillion U.S. dollars is forecasted to

be spent on medicines globally.
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Delivery and tracking
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XRP Healthcare, in collaboration with shipping

partner DHL, successfully delivered the inaugural

NASA designed ventilator to Uganda. Current

data reveals a substantial deficit, with an

estimated 100,000 individuals per ventilator in

the country. XRP Healthcare is poised to address

this shortage through the acquisition of private

healthcare facilities. DHL has been chosen as our

preferred logistics partner for their ability to

provide expedited, secure, and traceable delivery

services for each NASA designed ventilator

dispatched.

-
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XRPH FAST PAYMENTS  TRANSACTIONS
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.xrphwallet
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/xrph-wallet/id6451218628
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XRPH mobile app will:

Enable swift, low cost and dependable transactions of value anywhere in the world. 

Be a way of sending funds and setting up the distribution of medication to friends and family,

especially in developing countries who may find it hard to access medical prescriptions,

healthcare insurance, and general medical treatment.

Simplify and create fast payment transactions between market participants in the pharma and

healthcare industry.

Allow users to send and receive funds in seconds outside the banking system.
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The global cannabis market is forecasted to grow

from    28.266 billion to    197.7    billion by 2028. Yet

currently, several cannabis companies are struggling.

Banking is an area of concern for MRBs   

  marijuana   related businesses  . Although the general

stance on the MRBs has improved, the banking system

has remained sluggish. The reluctance to issue bank

accounts has hampered the industry since legitimate

businesses cannot function legally without a bank

account. This restrictive access to traditional banking

processes makes payments from clients almost

impossible. Cryptocurrencies, like XRPH therefore,

introduce a luminous chink of light, in a dim world of

cash dependency, being able to send and receive

funds in seconds outside the banking system, as long

as they are licensed sellers   dispensaries.

$ $

/
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MEDICINAL CANNABIS & CBD MARKET



As a subsidiary of XRP Healthcare, the company has

been specifically formed to deal with acquisitions

and mergers   XRP Healthcare Africa is the vehicle

that invests in privately owned clinics, care homes,

pharmacies, and hospitals with a focus on the African

continent. The company aims to create a premier

healthcare system that resides under one roof, with

access to improved systems, doctors, and medical

provisions. True to our vision of helping pharmerging

countries access better medical provisions, will also

utilize the XRPH token for sending and receiving

payments in its newly formed healthcare

environment, as well as telepharma i.e. booking

appointments with doctors, counselling, therapy

sessions, purchase of medication and treatment. 

XRP HEALTHCARE AFRICA
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Click here to learn more: https:    xrphealthcare.com  africa/ //

https://xrphealthcare.com/africa
https://xrphealthcare.com/africa
https://xrphealthcare.com/africa
https://xrphealthcare.com/africa
https://xrphealthcare.com/africa
https://xrphealthcare.com/africa
https://xrphealthcare.com/africa


The XRPH Prescription Savings Card can be used to save up to 80     on

prescriptions   medication in 68,000 national and regional U.S based

pharmacies we have partnered with   including Walmart, CVS and

Walgreens. 

Users are rewarded in XRP Healthcare s native token XRPH each time

the card is used. 

All XRPH rewards will be distributed solely by XRP Healthcare.

XRPH PRESCRIPTION
SAVINGS CARD 
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.xrphwallet
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/xrph-wallet/id6451218628
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Explore the future of healthcare with our

quarterly XRP Healthcare magazine. Download

on ISSUU for exclusive insights and updates on

our initiatives to consolidate Africa’s private

healthcare industry through strategic mergers,

acquisitions, and blockchain solutions. 

Stay informed, download now. For free physical

copies for your business, or establishment

contact us.

XRP HEALTHCARE
MAGAZINE

-

-

https://issuu.com/xrphealthcare/docs/xrp_healthcare_magazine_issue_2?fr=xKAE9_zU1NQ
https://xrphealthcare.com/contact


The founders at XRP Healthcare set out to avail

themselves of the attributes of XRPL, by building

a Scalable Health Service on top of the XRP

Ledger. Especially due to the requirement of

needing a first   class, and sustainable payment

system, void of the limitations of Bitcoin.

The XRP Ledger encourages people to build and

innovate upon it, and as a consequence, they

have developed a strong and open   source

platform for launching the most demanding

projects.

WHY WAS THE XRPH
TOKEN ISSUED?

-

-
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Furthermore, the XRPH token will have the additional uses:

Naturally the integrity and future of the developing XRPH ecosystem demands that it retains

sovereignty over its own digital asset, and thus over its decentralized marketplace and the elements

connected therein.

The transfer of money

A payment mechanism 

Data verification 

Smart asset management 

Branding — having its own cryptocurrency supports the brand value of XRPH 

Financial dexterity

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Why we chose to build on
the XRP Ledger?
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The XRP Ledger brings efficiency and

speed in how health care services can be

conducted with B2C and B2B.

Transactions can be processed in 3 to 5

seconds and for as little as    0.0002.$
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The fastest and most scalable blockchain protocol in the world.

Transaction speeds of up to 1500 transactions per second.

Transactions can be processed in 3 to 5 seconds for as little as    0.0002.

Processes more transactions than VISA or Mastercard.

The XRPL can scale up as needed by adding new servers around the world, allowing it to handle

an unlimited number of transactions with minimal delay.

One of the most secure blockchains in existence due to its use of advanced encryption

techniques, which protect against attacks and unauthorized access.

$
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High transaction throughput    meaning that it can handle many transactions at once without

slowing down or stalling.

The XRPL’s low transaction fees and cost savings make it a great choice for businesses looking

to save money while still maintaining the security of their transactions.

Fully decentralized    no single entity controls it, instead, the users of the ledger control it by

voting on changes to its protocol. 

-

-



MEDIA RELATIONS
Cision is a leading global provider of earned media software and services to public relations and

marketing communications professionals. XRPH have partnered with CISION the leading provider of

public relations and marketing to utilize their existing network of crypto and blockchain journalists for

specialist press  marketing and strategic promotion of our brand, vision, and concept across all

relevant media platforms, together with our superfast lightweight HTML website that is built for

speed. Our focus is to develop and grow the XRP Healthcare to better serve our community and

keep them up to date with key developments and partnerships.

/
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TOKENOMICS
TOTAL XRP HEALTHCARE   XRPH   SUPPLY IS CAPPED AT 100 MILLION

XRPH BLACK HOLED ISSUING ACCOUNT
THIS MEANS OUR TOTAL SUPPLY OF 100 MILLION TOKENS WILL NEVER INCREASE

( )
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XRP HEALTHCARE (XRPH) CIRCULATING SUPPLY VERIFIED ON COINMARKETCAP
DISCOVER MORE ABOUT XRPH ON COINMARKETCAP BY VISITING:

https: ⁄ ⁄ coinmarketcap.com ⁄ currencies ⁄ xrp–healthcare ⁄

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/xrp-healthcare/


TOKENOMICS DISTRIBUTION 
Partnerships     

Eco   System Incentives   

Team    

Token Sale    

Allocated for Exchanges

Liquidity    
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4.44 %

10.0 %

15.0 %

33.0 %

20.0 %17.6 %

*

*
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WHERE TO BUY XRPH
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https://www.bitrue.com/trade/xrph_usdt
https://www.bitmart.com/trade/en-US?symbol=XRPH_USDT&layout=basic
https://www.lbank.com/trade/xrph_usdt
https://www.mexc.com/exchange/XRPH_USDT?_from=search_spot_trade
https://www.coinstore.com/#/spot/XRPHUSDT
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XRPH WORKING WITH
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TRANSPARENCY
At XRPH, we believe that sharing

information openly and transparently is

imperative, this includes our team

members and financial information. XRP

Healthcare will always be available to

address any queries, feedback or

suggestions from our audience. 

We believe that this transparency is the

best way to build trust within our

community which will include consumers,

and all those involved to create scalable

solutions that will impact positively the

worldwide healthcare industry.



LEGAL OPINION & DISCLAIMER

https: ⁄ ⁄ www.xrphealthcare.com ⁄ docs ⁄ XRPH–Legal–opinion.pdf

https: ⁄ ⁄ www.xrphealthcare.com ⁄ docs ⁄ XRPH–disclaimer.pdf

XRPH Legal Opinion

XRPH Disclaimer
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https://www.xrphealthcare.com/docs/XRPH-Legal-opinion.pdf
https://www.xrphealthcare.com/docs/XRPH-disclaimer.pdf
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